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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN SERRA DO CAPIM,
TERESÓPOLIS, RJ, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Dear children,

As it is urgent that you live redemption and peace, it is also urgent that many places in the world,
such as this one(1), live their cycle of purification so that, through the Grace of God, the souls may
rediscover the path of the heart of My Son, the one they have lost because of superficial things.

Throughout time, I bring you from the universe, the consciousness of the Higher Life.  Thus, your
Celestial Mother helps you to direct your little lives towards the Lord.

Time indicates a change, not only in consciousness, but also in the attitude of each child of God. 
The world can no longer live the same life and be the same way as if nothing happened around.

For this, children, work all the time for your purification, thus you will confirm to the Celestial
Father that this project created by the Most Pure Source of Love may live its time of transformation.

In prayer is found the impulse to transcend inner obstacles and deceits that the enemy spreads.  But
now I am stepping on the head of the serpent to prevent it from injecting its harmful poison in the
hearts that in this cycle decided to help Me to fulfill My plans of Peace.

Through your permanent donation, the doors of Grace will open for all and the most unprotected
ones shall receive their fair share.

Live through the Light of My Son and dissipate from your inner beings any darkness or test that
may want to make you succumb.  The victory that My Son reached through you is not finished yet. 
The indicated hour is pointing to the moment of redemption of the souls and of the liberation of the
hells that live upon your world.

The celestial universe opens the doors to guide you and indicates you the path of truth and constant
inner transformation.  My Heart will always bless you and, even though the soldiers may fall by
themselves, My hands will elevate them towards the Mercy of God.

Do not forget that you, My dears, participate in an infinite purpose that God leads through the
Sacred Hearts.  For this greater reason, collaborate all the time with building between you, a spirit
of peace and without rivalries.

Do not let enter through the small door, any influence of evil.  My rays protect your daily steps of
consecration and service.  Some day you will comprehend all I have said to you.

I thank you for answering to My call!

Who blesses and redeems you in the name of Christ,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace
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(1)  The Virgin Mary refers to the place where the mesage was being transmitted at.


